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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Scope of the document 

This document is the Announcement of Opportunity for technologies, products, systems 

and end-to end infrastructure developments for secure communications initiated in the 

frame of the ESA ARTES Space Systems for Safety and Security (4S) Strategic Programme 

Line.  

The document is structured as follows: 

⎯ section 2 covers the background and rationale of this announcement of opportunity 

⎯ section 3 lists the domains of the announcement 

⎯ section 4 describes the process and the timeline related to a proposal submission 

1.2. Reference Documents/websites 

ARTES Programme: https://artes.esa.int 

ARTES 4S Strategic Programme Line : https://artes.esa.int/safety-and-security-4s 

ARTES Templates available here: https://artes.esa.int/documents 

ARTES National delegations contact point: https://artes.esa.int/national-delegations 

[PP] Template of Pitch Proposal (embedded in the PDF document) 

  

https://artes.esa.int/
https://artes.esa.int/safety-and-security-4s
https://artes.esa.int/documents
https://artes.esa.int/national-delegations
https://artes.esa.int/
https://artes.esa.int/safety-and-security-4s
https://artes.esa.int/documents
https://artes.esa.int/national-delegations
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1.3. Acronyms 

AO  Announcement of Opportunity  
ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast mode 
AIS Automatic Identification System 
ARTES  Advanced Research in Telecommunications Systems  
C&G Competitiveness and Growth 
DDoS Distributed Denial of Service (attack) 
ESA  European Space Agency  
EU  European Union  
EM Engineering Model 
EQM Engineering and Qualification Model 
GPL Generic Programme Line 
GS  Ground Segment  
IoT  Internet of Things  
IOT In-Orbit Testing 
IOV In-Orbit Validation 
IP Internet Protocol 
M2M  Machine to Machine  
MOC Mission Operations Centre 
NGSO Non-Geostationary Earth Orbit 
RF  Radio Frequency  
RPAS  Remotely Piloted Aerial System  
SCC  Spacecraft Control Centre  
S/C  Spacecraft  
SPL Strategic Programme Line 
SOTM Satcom On-The-Move 
SWAP Size, Weight And Power 
TRL Technology Readiness Level 
UAV Unmanned Aeronautical Vehicle 
VDES VHF Data Exchange System 
VHTS Very High Throughput Satellite(s) 
4S  Space Systems for Safety and Security   
5G Fifth generation technology standard for broadband cellular networks 
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2. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE 

2.1.  State of Play  

Our society, economy, security and sovereignty are increasingly depending on digital 

infrastructure and more specifically on communication networks. Any lack of coverage in some 

areas or loss of availability due to accidental or intentional disruption may have widespread 

impact and very negative consequences. 

Hence, specific governmental attention is granted to communication services and networks 

required for essential governmental or institutional services (at national, regional or local 

levels). Additionally, focus is also on supporting operations deemed critical in fields as various 

as transport, finance, health, energy production and distribution, etc.. Security and appropriate 

control of their design, manufacturing and operations are indeed key requirements in support 

to resilience and sovereignty. 

Governmental actions include setting pro-active public policies, imposing strict regulations on 

these services and the infrastructure that support them and carefully checking their application 

through various mechanisms such as service certification or operational oversight by dedicated 

governmental bodies or agencies. When necessary, they may also include direct procurement 

of infrastructure responding to their specific requirements, or support for instance through co-

investment to public private partnerships in charge of deploying these infrastructures and 

providing the expected services.  

Today, communications rely mostly on terrestrial network solutions that tend to be more and 

more integrated (IP, 5G, …), which may strongly increase the impact of any disruption. 

Furthermore, the decrease of the overall presence of Europe and Canada in the design and 

manufacturing of these terrestrial network solutions can negatively impact the actual level of 

control by European and Canadian authorities and institutions on telecommunications 

infrastructures, leading to serious implications on Europe and Canada safety, security and 

sovereignty.  

In that context, it is growingly perceived that adding appropriately tailored secure Next 

Generation Satellite communications components to telecommunication infrastructures may 

greatly help to increase their overall resilience to any kind of disruptions, bring additional 
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capacity and ensure global coverage, while providing a stand-alone highly secure space-based 

capacity to channel the most sensitive and critical communications services. 

2.2. Space Systems for Safety and Security (4S) Strategic Programme Line  

In 2019, ESA Member States decided to create the Strategic Programme Line (SPL) named 

“Space Systems for Safety and Security (4S)” under the ESA ARTES programme for 

Telecommunication (Advanced Research in Telecommunications Systems). The objectives of 

the 4S Strategic Programme Line are to support the development of Next Generation Satcom 

Systems aimed at providing secure and safe communications solutions for 

governmental/institutional and public regulated services and ensuring resilience to society’s 

critical digital infrastructures. Broadband connectivity as well as low data rate (ADS-B, 

AIS/VDES, IoT…) applications are considered. These entails the following applications areas, 

as shown in the figure hereafter (the applications areas presented are non-exhaustive). 

 

A set of critical developments have been already identified in the framework of the ARTES 4S 

Next Generation satcom system studies as well as by industry and operators in the frame of 

ongoing 4S-related activities. They include critical technologies, products, and systems as well 

as the gaps to be filled by ESA Member States’ industry to gain competitiveness in the satcom 

secure market and their timely availability to address near-term opportunities. Those are 

presented in chapter 3. 
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The availability of such solutions will not only unlock the implementation of strategic secure 

initiatives at national and EU level, but also will result in commercial return for Industry due 

the number of opportunities in this domain worldwide. These solutions can also enable new 

products to be spin-off into the commercial market and thus increase ESA Member States’ 

competitiveness and share. 

2.3. Announcement of Opportunity 

The Industry is invited to submit a proposal in relation with 4S. 

This Announcement of Opportunity is open to Industry within ESA Member States 

participating in the 4S Strategic Programme Line, namely: Austria (AT), Belgium (BE), 

Canada (CA), Czech Republic (CZ), Denmark (DK), Finland (FI), France (FR), Germany (DE), 

Greece (GR), Hungary (HU), Ireland (IE), Italy (IT), Luxembourg (LU), the Netherlands (NL), 

Norway (NO), Poland (PL), Portugal (PT), Romania (RO), Spain (ES), Switzerland (CH), and 

the United Kingdom (UK). 

As it is key to have promising ideas being rewarded quickly, ESA commits to have a fast 

review of proposals. Section 4 shows the timeline associated to the submission of a proposal. 

2.4. Co-funding scheme 

ESA will co-fund the activity on behalf of its Member States. The maximum amount of co-

funding will depend on the phases of the activity, its Technology Readiness Level (TRL) and 

structure of the Industry, as well as on the relevant Delegation’s decision. Section 4.8 describes 

the maximum co-funding amounts in more detail. 

Beyond financial co-funding, ESA will also bring its own experts together to critically assess 

the solutions and the technical activities performed as well as the business case presented 

during reviews. 

In return, the Industry shall provide the respected private co-funding part and develop the 

solution/product/technology presented to ESA. 

At the end of the activity, the Industry will own a (or several) product(s) it can capitalise upon 

and introduce it to the market. 
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3. DOMAINS OF THE ANNOUNCEMENT  

The present Announcement of Opportunity aims to foster the development of 4S technologies, 

products, sub-systems, systems, end-to-end infrastructure solutions, upon which these Next 

Generation Satcom systems will rely. 

Many activities describe the need for “secure” products and services. This encompasses 

confidentiality (e.g., through encryption, anonymization of users, etc.), availability (e.g., for 

high-reliability or safety of life applications) and resilience (e.g., by offering the same service 

transparently through independent network solutions). 

As illustrations among many others, some ongoing trends, and objectives of growing 

importance: 

⎯ Developing solutions addressing the emergence of a growing governmental users’ appetite 

for low latency communication services such as non-geostationary (NGSO) solutions, 

⎯ Evolving regulatory context and start design of solutions for Railway Traffic Management, 

Air Traffic Management, UAV/RPAS, etc. that rely on space assets and data; 

⎯ Enhancing cybersecurity, through the creation of frameworks and implementation of 

existing best practises;  

ESA does not intend to prioritise any element of the above 4S activities. ESA expects the 

industry to define its own priorities (for instance in line with its internal strategy plans). For the 

same reason, ESA does not intend to prioritise particular domains of innovation in technology, 

product and service development. Consequently, this Announcement of Opportunity provides 

the opportunity for industry to propose an implementation in response to its own 

priorities regarding the different activity areas and the theme as a whole. These priorities can 

be further consolidated during the dialogue phase defined under section 4.1. 

Furthermore, the Industry is encouraged to identify any value that the proposed activity may 

bring for reducing the dependency of institutional safety & security solutions on non-EU actors 

or actors outside ESA Member States, such as:  

⎯ ownership of asset, location of operations facility (e.g., S/C; SCC; MOC);  

⎯ security of technology supply, manufacturing know-how; and  

⎯ security certification.  
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The following sections provide an outlook of the critical 4S technologies, products, sub-

systems, systems and end-to-end infrastructures. The list is not exhaustive, and the call opens 

to additional and complementary developments to the ones here below provided. 

3.1. System 

System-level developments are related to the overall optimization of constellations, the 

creation of tools and methods to improve performance or allow the design of new products. 

The creation of end-to-end services by this AO and products is covered in section 3.4. 

Common high-level objectives in the industry, with some examples of associated technological 

developments are, at system level:  

- Improved resource allocation and network management functions: 

o Dynamic Resource Allocation, and the management of service provision and 

priorities in case of contention, 

o Antenna diversity solutions, RF and IF coordination and frequency reuse, 

o Network orchestration and solutions for end-to-end performance 

optimisation/network routing optimisation 

- Building blocks for an improved user and customer experience 

o Satcom resources digitalisation and pooling & sharing, 

o Easy and automated onboarding new assets/users to the system, 

- Functions and methods for high-availability and resilience 

o Technical building blocks for high availability service (for example maintaining 

connectivity to more than one satellite), 

o Digital twin of the system – performance tweaking and offline fault investigation, 

o Other security and resilience features, see section 3.5, 

o Managing services across several space assets in different orbits, especially 

NGSO. 
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3.2. Space Segment 

The space segment is the key aspect of satellite communication products and services. The 

developments covered under this section largely cover new features for communication 

payloads, but also improvement to the satellite platforms that widen the palette of options for 

satellite operators. 

To enable the next generation of satcom services, the space segment will need development 

along at least three main axes:  

- Creating or maintaining Europe’s competitive edge in payload and platform hardware, 

especially thanks to more flexible and modular solutions 

o Dense functional integration, modularity, scalability, genericity and high in-orbit 

payload flexibility. Rapid service reconfiguration to place capacity in different 

geographical areas according to demand (e.g., disaster recovery) 

o Digitisation, including reconfigurable and regenerative signal processing, packet 

routing and beam hopping capabilities 

o Active antennas, photonics, microwave photonic and laser communication 

subsystems 

- Embedding the latest techniques in satellite operations in the platform processing 

systems and procedures, and improve security 

o Autonomous or semi-autonomous in-orbit operations (e.g., exploiting artificial 

intelligence techniques) 

o Improved security and resilience in all aspects of the space segment (operations, 

segmented computing, interference management). See section 3.5. 

- Enable novel and advanced use cases thanks to new capacities on board the satellites 

o Inter-satellite links, including links between constellations in different orbits in a 

“system of systems” scenario 
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3.3. Ground and user segments 

The Ground Segment (GS) has become a key enabler of any emerging satcom systems, and 

for constellations. The availability of low-cost user terminals, a self-scanning antenna and 

automated and scalable Ground Segment architecture are examples of fundamental items 

required for the success of any satcom service and system deployment, for instance related to 

VHTS, M2M/IoT, constellation, SOTM etc.  

At user segment level, developments towards the following objectives are required: 

- Reducing production costs 

o Mass manufacturable flat panel antennas 

o Low-cost integrated terminals 

- Accessing new space segments 

o Orbit agnostic tracking antenna 

o Multi-band antennas and terminals 

- Ruggedizing and enabling novel applications 

o Miniaturization, adaptation to user constraints (SWAP) of existing solutions 

o Ruggedization of terminals 

o Self-powered IoT, low power wearables 

At ground segment level, developments in the following domains are required: 

- Secured GaaS concepts and services, 

- Cyber-secure Cloudification and Virtualisation of common ground segment functions, 

- Digitalisation (e.g., of the RF chains) 

- Seamless interface with terrestrial networks (e.g., 5G). 
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3.4. End-to-End Products and Infrastructures   

This section addresses the (emerging) end-to-end safety critical applications (e.g. for Aero, 

Maritime, Railway, connected land vehicles, utilities management, emergency, etc.). The 

development of tools and processes that allow the development of such solutions at system 

level is covered in section 3.2. 

Related activities will target the definition, development, and demonstration of end-to-end 

infrastructure (space, ground and user segments). The infrastructure might adopt a set of 

technology innovations as described but not limited to the ones identified in the above sections. 

Demonstration activities will include the demonstration of the innovative elements of the end-

to-end infrastructure in the relevant operational environment to show to the end users the 

benefits of the proposed solutions. 

3.5. Security 

Security is a major element of Next Generation Satcom Systems. Innovation is anticipated 

both: 

- For the communications infrastructure and protocols: 

o Technologies and standards for secure communications and networks (e.g. 

DDoS protection for inter-satellite links) 

o Institutional and commercial traffic secure virtual separation architecture 

o Cryptographic processing (quantum and non-quantum) and key 

distribution/management, both for the ground and space segment 

o Interference/jamming localisation and management, both on-board the space 

segment and for the ground segment (gateways and user terminals) 

- For the supply chain and support systems: 

o Technologies and standards for secure space systems operations 

o Secure/Cyber-secure Cloudification/Virtualisation (ground and space segment) 

Test bed for simulating attacks on space systems / cyber range 
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4. PROCESS AND TIMELINE 

4.1.  Timeline and procedure  

Following a first and second issue of this opportunity from June to November 2021 and from 

December 2021 to May 2022, a third issue of this opportunity is opened from September 

2022 to March 2023. 

For industries interested in bidding, the procedure is as follows:  

 

4.2. Step 1: pitch (optional step) 

Interested potential companies are invited to submit their ideas(s) by either submitting a pitch 

proposal (word document) or making a pitch presentation (powerpoint document). 

Please note that the pitch is of interest to the companies whenever preliminary feedback from 

ESA is desirable. In case the Industry has a clear mind about the product it wants to 

develop, a pitch is not necessary and the Industry can submit directly an outline proposal. 

The pitch proposal or presentation should contain as a minimum the following information: 

⎯ Outline of intended scope of the proposed 4S activity(ies); 

⎯ Objective(s) of the Company in this line of activity; 

⎯ Description of considered innovative elements;  

⎯ Indication on the nature of the activity(ies) within the development life cycle (e.g., definition, 

technology de-risk, possible security aspects, product development, pre-operational 

demonstration);  

⎯ Commercial viability (preliminary business case including financial data); 

⎯ Level of non-EU dependency; 

⎯ Future level of investment required related to the development life cycle.  

Pitch 
(optional)

Outline 
Proposal

Full 
Proposal
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A suggested template for the Pitch Proposal is provided in [PP]. 

Industries interested to submit their ideas shall either: 

⎯ contact ARTES-4S@esa.int to organise a pitch presentation with the 4S SPL team. ESA 

will provide its official feedback within 10 working days after the pitch presentation. 

⎯ submit the complete pitch proposal to ARTES-4S@esa.int. ESA will assess the pitch 

proposal within 10 working days. 

Following a first contact with the 4S SPL team or submission of a pitch proposal, interactions 

with potential partners may be required and ESA may therefore offer support in providing 

further clarifications, aimed at better shaping the outline proposals. 

If the pitch is positively assessed, ESA will invite the Industry to proceed to the next step (outline 

proposal). 

4.3. Step 2: outline proposal 

The outline proposal is expanding the pitch proposal/presentation with more details. 

The outline proposal shall address as a minimum the following aspects:  

⎯ Outline of the proposed 4S activity or activities; 

⎯ Objective(s) of the proposed activity; 

⎯ Description of innovative technology elements;  

⎯ Description of possible security aspects and relevant Security Risk Management; 

⎯ Design & Development Plan, IOT/IOV Approach, Demo Plan as applicable;  

⎯ Business Perspective on global market and/or European institutional opportunities;  

⎯ Industrial Organisation and Programme of Work;  

⎯ Link to relevant national and/or EU initiatives as applicable;  

⎯ Funding Plan and cost estimates. 

Outlines proposals shall be submitted to ARTES-4S@esa.int1. ESA will commit to evaluate the 

outline proposal within 10 working days. 

 

1 Any proposal submitted after the deadline of this AO will automatically revert to the technology and product 
permanent open Call for Proposals ‘ARTES 4.0 Technologies and Product for C&G, Scylight, 4S and 5G’ 
(AO 10285) 

mailto:ARTES-4S@esa.int
mailto:ARTES-4S@esa.int
mailto:ARTES-4S@esa.int
mailto:ARTES-4S@esa.int
mailto:ARTES-4S@esa.int
mailto:ARTES-4S@esa.int
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Templates for submitting the outline proposal are available here: Documents | ESA TIA 

(sections “templates for all ARTES projects” and “templates for co-funded technology and 

product developments”). 

If the outline proposal is positively assessed, ESA will invite the Industry to proceed to the next 

step (full proposal). 

4.4. Step 3: full proposal 

Following the submission of the outline proposal, in case of a positive assessment from ESA, 

interested potential partners are invited by ESA to submit their full proposal with the 

Authorisation of Funding from the relevant National Delegation(s) via ESA-star2, in line with 

the procurement process of the open Call for Proposals ‘ARTES 4.0 Technologies and Product 

for C&G, Scylight, 4S and 5G’ (AO 10285). 

The full proposal is the consolidation of the outline proposal with a deeper level of details. 

The full proposal shall address as a minimum the following aspects:  

⎯ proposed 4S activity or activities; 

⎯ Objective(s) of the proposed activity; 

⎯ Description of innovative technology elements;  

⎯ Design & Development Plan, IOT/IOV Approach, Demo Plan as applicable;  

⎯ Preliminary Security Risk Assessment, relevant both to the protection of the know-how 

developed during the activity implementation and to possible specific security aspects 

inherent to the proposed development; 

⎯ Business Plan highlighting the business perspective on global market and/or European 

institutional opportunities;  

⎯ Industrial Organisation and Programme of Work;  

⎯ Link to relevant national and/or EU initiatives as applicable;  

⎯ Funding Plan and cost estimates. 

 

2 https://esastar.sso.esa.int/  

https://artes.esa.int/documents
https://esastar.sso.esa.int/
https://artes.esa.int/documents
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Following a positive assessment by ESA and successful negotiations with the Industry, the 

proposed activity will be approved for implementation and a Contract will be made between the 

Industry and ESA. 

Templates for submitting the full proposal are available here: Documents | ESA TIA (sections 

“templates for all ARTES projects” and “templates for co-funded technology and product 

developments”). 

4.5. Authorisation of Funding from National Delegation(s) 

Formal authorisation from the National Delegation(s) of the companies involved is required 

for the proposed activity at the time of submission of the full froposal. Full proposals submitted 

without the Authorisation of Funding will not be evaluated. 

Bidders are advised to initiate discussions with the relevant National Delegate(s), as early as 

reasonably possible. ESA suggests reaching out the National Delegate(s) when submitting 

the pitch, and to inform ESA about the feedback of the Delegations by the time of submitting 

the outline proposal. 

The address book of the National Delegates can be found here: https://artes.esa.int/national-

delegations. 

  

https://artes.esa.int/documents
https://artes.esa.int/national-delegations
https://artes.esa.int/national-delegations
https://artes.esa.int/documents
https://artes.esa.int/national-delegations
https://artes.esa.int/national-delegations
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4.6. Evaluation Criteria  

The evaluation process is non-competitive, as each proposal will be assessed individually on 

its own merits. 

For any pitch / outline proposal to be considered as an adequate basis for further consideration, 

the following elements will be evaluated:  

1. Consortium experience in 4S-related product and system development; 

2. Credibility of the technical solution, addressed challenges and implementation plan; 

3. Management organisation, including management of risks / security handling;  

4. Adequacy of cost and funding, costs transparency;  

5. Credibility of the business case; 

6. Level of European non-dependence.  

For the full proposal, the standard evaluation criteria defined in AO 10285 will be used. 
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4.7. Development phases 

To prepare your pitch, outline and full proposals, please consider the information about the 

ARTES 4.0 Technologies and Products programme element provided on the ARTES web site 

https://artes.esa.int. In particular, the required objectives per Development Phase and 

Segment shall be respected, as shown in the table hereafter: 

 

Development Phase Main Activities Outcome 

Definition Phase 
Technical studies,  

preparatory activities 

Performance requirements 
defined, or system analysis 

completed 

Technology Phase 

Technical risk mitigation 

excluding any qualification 

or industrialisation. 

 

Breadboard, prototype or 
Engineering Model (EM) 

 
Flight hardware for early in orbit 

test purposes. 

Product Phase 
Development, qualification, 

verification and 
industrialisation 

Space product: 
Engineering/Qualification Model 

(EQM) or similar 

Ground product:  
verified product in a non- 
operational environment,  
end-to-end infrastructure 

Demonstration Phase 

Space system: in-orbit 
validation/demonstration  

Flight hardware, system 
demonstrations 

Ground product: 
validation in operational 

environment 

Product validated in an 
operational environment, 
system demonstrations  

 

  

https://artes.esa.int/
https://artes.esa.int/
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4.8. ESA Co-funding levels 

The following table shows the applicable Technical Readiness Levels (TRL) and maximum 

funding level for each Development Phase:  

 

Development 
Phase 

Targeted TRL 

ESA maximum Co-Funding Level 

Non-SME SME 

Universities or 
Research 

Institutes with no 
commercial 

interest in the 
product or system  

Definition 
Phase 

 50% 80% 50% 

Technology 
Phase 

up to 4-6, 

depending on 

the technical 

risk 

75% 80% 100% 

Product  
Phase 

up to 7 50% 80% 50% 

Demonstration 
Phase 

up to 8 50% 80% 50% 
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4.9. General conditions  

The submissions and all correspondence relating to it shall be in English.  

The tender shall not contain any Classified Information, whether in the pitch, in the outline 

proposal or in the full proposal. Nevertheless, should it be considered necessary to share 

Classified Information with the Agency in an outline proposal, the Agency should be notified 

beforehand so that mutual agreement can be reached on how to handle such information. 

To avoid any confusion with Classified security markings, the unclassified protective marking 

used by the Tenderer in the pitch proposal/presentation, outline proposal and full proposal shall 

not contain the terms: "Restricted", "Confidential", or "Secret". 

ESA is subject to a Personal Data Protection Framework and will process and protect personal 

data accordingly. Personal data provided in the outline proposal will be processed solely for 

the purposes of evaluating the outline proposal and, should the evaluation be successful, 

executing subsequent steps of the procurement process. Further information on personal data 

protection can be found in the Special Conditions of Tender element of the ARTES 4.0 

Technologies and Products Call for Proposals. 

Expenses incurred in the preparation and dispatch of the response to the announcement will 

not be reimbursed. This includes any expense connected with a potential dialogue phase.  

This announcement does not bind ESA in any way to place a contract. ESA reserves the right 

to issue amendments to this announcement. 
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PITCH PROPOSAL TEMPLATE


ARTES 4.0 Technologies and Products

for ESA Secure Satcom for Safety & Security (4S)

In Response to the Announcement of Opportunity 
for 4S Technologies, Products, Systems and End-to End Infrastructure Developments for Secure Communications



Ver. 1.0.

Notes:

1. To prepare this Pitch Proposal, please take into consideration the information about the ARTES 4.0 Technologies and Products programme element provided on the ARTES web site: https://artes.esa.int. In particular, the required objectives per Development Phase and Segment shall be respected:   

		Development Phase

		Main Activities

		Outcome



		Definition Phase

		Technical studies, 

preparatory activities

		Performance requirements defined, or system analysis completed



		Technology Phase

		Technical risk mitigation excluding any qualification or industrialisation.



		Breadboard, prototype or Engineering Model (EM)



Flight hardware for early in orbit test purposes.



		Product Phase

		Development, qualification, verification and industrialisation

		Space product: Engineering/Qualification Model (EQM) or similar



		

		

		Ground product: 

verified product in a non- operational environment, 

end-to-end infrastructure



		Demonstration Phase

		Space system: in-orbit validation/demonstration 

		Flight hardware, system demonstrations



		

		Ground product: validation in operational environment

		Product validated in an operational environment, system demonstrations 







2. The following table shows the applicable Technical Readiness Levels (TRL) and maximum funding level for each Development Phase. 



		Development Phase

		TRL

		ESA Funding Level (maximum)



		

		

		Non-SME

		SME

		Universities or Research Institutes with no commercial interest in the product or system 



		Definition Phase

		

		50%

		80%

		50%



		Technology Phase

		up to 4-6, depending on the technical risk

		75%

		80%

		100%



		Product 
Phase

		up to 7

		50%

		80%

		50%



		Demonstration Phase

		up to 8

		50%

		80%

		50%







3. To initiate an informal review of the Pitch Proposal, the completed document must be sent to 

artes-4s@esa.int

4. Formal authorisation from the National Delegation(s) of the companies involved is required for the proposed activity at the time of submission of the Full Proposal. However the bidder is advised to begin discussions with the relevant National Delegate(s), as early as reasonably possible, already when submitting the pitch proposal and to inform ESA as soon as possible about having obtained or not in-principle-support from the relevant National Delegation(s), but no later than prior to submitting the Outline Proposal. 

5. The content of this template may be copied into your own corporate template for the purposes of preparing your proposal. Please note that the document can bear company-internal protective markings, but to avoid confusion with formal and internationally agreed markings for “Classified Information”, the following terminology shall be avoided: Restricted (or Restreint), Confidential (or Confidentiel), Secret, Top Secret. 

The proposal shall not contain any Classified Information. Should the tenderer deem that Classified Information shall be shared with the Agency for the evaluation of the tender, the Agency shall be informed beforehand in order to agree how the Classified Information may be communicated to ESA.

6. Parts highlighted in yellow in this template should be modified as appropriate for your proposed activity. 

7. Text in blue and in a smaller font size (example) is for guidance and can be removed from the completed proposal document.
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Overview of the Proposed Activity

ARTES 4.0 Programme Line

This pitch proposal is submitted under the following ARTES 4.0 programme line:

Space Systems for Safety and Security (4S) (artes-4s@esa.int)

Disclosure

The Agency will treat this Proposal as Proprietary Information and will restrict its circulation within the Agency to the minimum number of experts necessary to conduct an informal review of the proposal as described in the Announcement of Opportunity. 

We confirm that the information provided in this Pitch Proposal may be freely disclosed to Agency personnel solely for the purposes of the review process described in the Announcement of Opportunity. 



Company Information

		Company Details

		

		Contact Point

		



		Company Name:

		………

		Name:

		………



		Address:

		………

		Function:

		………



		Country:

		………

		Telephone:

		………



		SME Status:

		yes/no

		E-Mail:

		………



		ESA Entity Code:

		1 000 xxx xxx

		ESA Business Unit Code

		8 000 xxx xxx







If known, please enter your ESA Entity Code and, if applicable, your ESA Business Unit Code. This information is required as soon as possible so that, subject to successful evaluation of your Outline Proposal, ESA has the information necessary to create a Bidder Restricted Area on ESA-STAR for the submission of your Full Proposal.



To obtain the above code(s) you must be registered with the Agency as an entity wishing to do business with ESA. If you have not yet registered with the Agency you are requested to do so by completing the online questionnaire on the “ESA-STAR registration” website (https://esastar-emr.sso.esa.int). The ESA-STAR Registration User Manual is available here. More information on doing business with ESA is available here.



Key company information follows: ………

Indicate the company size, turnover and structure and provide an overview of the product portfolio.

Describe briefly your background (and of your Subcontractor(s), if any) and experience related to the proposed activity.





 Scope and Duration

Please indicate in the table below a segment (Space Segment Payload, Space Segment Platform, Ground Segment) and one or more development phase(s) (Definition, Technology, Product, Demonstration), for which financial support is being requested in the present proposal. 

Place an “X” in the relevant table cell(s) and remove the table rows / columns as appropriate.

One or more development phase(s) can be proposed.



This proposal addresses the following development phase(s) and segment:



Table 11 Scope of the Proposed Activity

		

		Space Segment

		Ground Segment

		Intended Start Date

		Intended Duration (months)



		Development Phase

		Payload

		Platform

		

		

		



		Definition Phase

		X

		X

		X

		dd/mm/yy

		xx



		Technology Phase

		X

		X

		X

		dd/mm/yy

		xx



		Product Phase

		X

		X

		X

		dd/mm/yy

		xx



		Demonstration Phase

		X

		X

		X

		dd/mm/yy

		xx







To assist ESA in making sure resources are available to review the outline proposal in a timely manner please provide the date when you expect to submit the outline proposal. The outline proposal should not be submitted prior to receiving approval from ESA to submit an outline proposal and the date given below will be used by ESA for planning purposes only. 



The company is targeting to submit the outline proposal at the following gate: Day/Month/Year





Objectives



The objective/s of the proposed activity is/are to develop / validate / qualify / demonstrate a …



Please define the target final product that will be ready for commercial exploitation once all developments (with ARTES support or otherwise) have been completed.

Should the product be an integrated end-to-end satcom solution comprising both Space and Ground products, then the target final product shall be defined as ‘System and/or Service”. In this case the Business case shall be built around the ‘System / Service” target product. 





Context



Briefly explain the background and motivation for the proposed development. Provide insight into the rationale for this development and the logic behind the proposed development approach.



The background and motivation for the proposed development is as follows: …….. 





Main Activities 



To develop our product and deliver the value propositions, we need to perform the main activities identified in the table below for each of the proposed development phases.



Table 12 Overview of Activities

		Development Phase

		Activity

		Description



		………

		………

		………



		………

		………

		………



		………

		………

		………







List all the main activities that are to be performed in each of the proposed development phases (those which are considered critical to the success of that development phase). These could include, for example, evaluating a new technology, developing a new subsystem, interface adaptations, manufacturing process development, materials development, software/firmware development, qualification activities, test (verification) activities, validation activities.

Briefly explain the criticality of each key activity to the success of the associated development phase and to the overall activity.

When compiling this list of main activities, please keep in mind the objectives for each development activity presented in Note 1. In particular, the Technology Phase should target technical risk mitigation (which may include an early in-orbit experimentation) and not product qualification or industrialisation (these types of activity belong in the Product Phase).





Main Deliverables 



A list of all main deliverable items from the proposed development is given in the table below.



Table 13 Main Deliverable Items

		Type

		Deliverable Item

		Phase(s)[footnoteRef:2] [2:  	The item is deliverable during or at the end of the indicated phase(s).] 


		Notes



		hardware/ software/

document

		………

		Technology

		………



		hardware/ software/

document

		………

		Product

		………



		………

		………

		Demonstration

		Embedded / independent case



		………

		………

		………

		………









In-Orbit Activities



Include this section if a Space Segment Demonstration Phase is proposed, or a Technology Phase that includes an early in-orbit experiment.



For a proposed project that includes in-orbit activities:

1	The proposal shall support the demonstration of new or significantly upgraded capabilities at technology, product, system or service level.

2	The proposal must identify if the equipment is:

a.	“Embedded” when it is part of the main commercial mission (“Embedded Case”, e.g. insertion of a new generation equipment into a redundancy ring of a conventional equipment, such as an LNA, TWTA or telecommand receiver), or

b.	“Independent” where it is on board alongside the main mission but does not form part of the operational mission (“Independent Case (hosted)”, e.g. stand-alone platform elements, or mini payload as a hosted payload on a large satellite), or

c.	 “Independent” where the flight hardware constitutes the main purpose of the mission (“Independent Case (standalone)”, e.g. a demonstration payload on a dedicated small sat mission).



An overview of the proposed in-orbit activity is provided in the table below. 



Table 14 Items to be Flown in the Proposed In-Orbit Activity

		Item

		Currently Proposed to Customers for Flight

		Type of Deployment



		………

		yes/no

		Embedded/Independent



		………

		yes/no

		Embedded/Independent



		………

		yes/no

		Embedded/Independent









Overall Planning and Cost Summary 

Development Phases that overlap in time are allowed..



The “Planning and Costing Summary” table below provides a rough estimation of the cost and schedule for all development and follow up activities[footnoteRef:3] required before commercial exploitation.[footnoteRef:4] . Further the table indicates whether potentially ESA funding will be requested for each development phase included in this proposal. [3:  	For example, Development Phases partly funded by ESA, or covered by other programmes/funds.]  [4:  	Please note that the provided table is limited to a maximum of 20 years span (within a ±10 year time interval with respect to the commercial launch date of the product).] 




When compiling this table and ESA funding requests, please keep in mind the co-funding rules presented in Note 2



Table 16 Planning and Costing Summary

		



				Development Phase

		Included in proposed activity? 

		Estimated Cost kEur

		 ESA Funding[footnoteRef:5]  [5:  	yes = ESA Funding will potentially be requested with regard to the proposed activity.
no = ESA Funding will potentially not be requested with regard to the proposed activity.
] 


		Start
MM/YY

		Conclusion
MM/YY



		Definition 

		yes/no

		………

		yes/no

		………

		………



		Technology 

		yes/no

		………

		yes/no

		………

		………



		Product Phase

		yes/no

		………

		yes/no

		………

		………



		Demonstration 

		yes/no

		………

		yes/no

		………

		………



		Commercial 

		

		

		

		………

		………















Estimate of Project Cost Breakdown per Company/Organisation 



The following table presents the roughly estimated cost breakdown per company or organisation and whether potentially ESA funding will be requested for each company/organisation and development phase included in this proposal.



Please note that your National Delegation may only support one Development Phase at a time. When compiling this table and ESA funding requests, please keep in mind the co-funding rules presented in Note 2



Table 17 Project Cost and Price Breakdown

		Development Phase

		Company/ Organisation

		Country

		Cost (k€)

		 ESA Funding[footnoteRef:6]  [6:  	yes = ESA Funding will potentially be requested with regard to the proposed activity.
no = ESA Funding will potentially not be requested with regard to the proposed activity.
] 




		………

		Prime

		………

		………

		yes/no



		

		Subcontractor 1

		………

		………

		yes/no



		

		Subcontractor 2

		………

		………

		yes/no



		

		………

		………

		………

		yes/no



		………

		Prime

		………

		………

		yes/no



		

		Subcontractor 1

		………

		………

		yes/no



		

		Subcontractor 2

		………

		………

		yes/no



		

		………

		………

		………

		yes/no









Product Definition, Development and Verification

Describe briefly the approach you will take to elaborate and develop the opportunity within this activity, including a definition of main requirements and identification of the elements to be developed.



Product Description



The product consists of ………… The main components of the product are …….



The definition of a “Product” is provided in Annex 1. It is understood as the final product ready for commercialisation. The proposed development activities shall increase the competitiveness of the target product(s). Such activities may include all developments necessary to achieve such a goal (e.g. new features, tools, processes, techniques and technologies). A product may be Space or Ground Segment hardware or software, or a system/service (integrated end-to-end satcom solution comprising both Space and Ground Segment products).

Include text to describe how the product operates in its host environment (e.g. its parent sub-system, the end-to-end system) if this is not fully described by the above elements, or if some elements need further explanation or clarification.



The product is illustrated in the following high-level block diagram, which identifies the key building blocks and major interfaces.



Insert a block diagram showing key building blocks and major interfaces.



The main elements are described in the table below.



Table 21 Product Elements Overview

		Product Element

		Functions/Features

		Critical Technologies



		Name of element 1

		…

		…



		Name of element 2

		…

		…



		Etc.

		…

		…







All elements that form the final product shall be described, even if they are not part of the proposed development activity, including key features/performance/attributes. 





Development Approach



To realise our product and deliver the value propositions, we need to follow the development approach identified in the table below for each product element and for each of the proposed development phases.



Table 25 Overview of the Proposed Development Approach

		Product Element

		Developed in the Proposed Activity

		Development Phase(s)[footnoteRef:7] [7:  	The development phase(s) in which the proposed development will take place.] 


		Target TRL[footnoteRef:8] [8:  	The TRL for this item at the end of the proposed development.] 


		Development Activities[footnoteRef:9] [9:  	Brief description of the proposed main development activities for this item.] 




		Module xxx

		yes/no

		………

		

		



		sub-system yyy

		yes/no

		………

		

		



		Component, material or process zzz

		yes/no

		………

		

		







A product element could be, for example, a module, sub-system, component, technique or process.

Provide supplementary text as necessary to fully explain the development activities and approach.

The work to be performed on all product elements that form the final product shall be described, even if the work will not be carried out within the scope of the proposed activity. 
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Business Plan



The Business Plan is intended to analyse the strategic context and commercial potential of the output of the proposed activity and to demonstrate that the Contractor’s initiative is conceived to lead to a commercial exploitation. It shall be provided from both Tenderer’s and Industrial participants perspectives.



The Business Plan shall provide the commercial rationale for the proposed development activities with the key commercial aspects, including the potential Satcom target market, the target customers, the competitive environment and own positioning, as well as the market strategy.



The extent of information provided in this section shall be in line with the maturity of the proposed development phase(s) (e.g. for the initial Development Phases such as Definition and Technology, only preliminary information on the business case is required). Please note that the Business Plan presented in this document shall be related to the target final product(s) to be sold on the market. The target product(s) may include other elements or features not covered by the proposed activities.



The supporting spreadsheet (“Financial Forecast Workbook”) can be downloaded from https://artes.esa.int/documents.



Assuming favourable feedback on your outline proposal by the Agency, the business plan provided here in the pitch proposal, should be carried forward to form part of your associated Outline Proposal and Full Proposal (with updated information, as appropriate).



Market Analysis



The position of our product in the market is summarised in the matrix below.



Table 31 Market Positioning

		

		

		Product



		

		

		Existing / Incremental

		New



		Market

		Existing / Incremental

		X

		X



		

		New

		X

		X







Our product is 

Space Segment hardware/software 

or 

Ground Segment hardware/software

or 

System/Service (integrated end-to-end satcom solution comprising both Space and Ground Segment products).

Our product is addressing the sector of …… (e.g. provide a few examples), which has the following characteristics: …. (e.g. geographical reach, trends, sales model). 



The Total Available Market (TAM) of the targeted product is the following:

TAM (the total worldwide market available for your product) shall be presented, including quantitative figures. If the product is new (not existing), the market of a similar product may be used.



The Serviceable Available Market (SAM) of the targeted product is the following:

The SAM (the market you can really address with your product and your channels, it comprises all your potential customer segments) shall be presented including quantitative figures and assumptions. 

If you already have a share of this market, you shall present it including quantitative figures and factual information (for instance, sales of existing products in this market, or of previous generations, for the different customer segments).



Our projection in terms of the Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM or target market) we aim to capture in the short term for each of the identified customer segments is shown in our financial forecast workbook. 



The assumptions behind these sales projections are …. 

Present the percentage of the Serviceable Available Market that your company could realistically reach in the short term and the underlying assumptions that led to the projected sales volumes over time, taking into account competition, trends, demand forecast, sales channels and other elements that could have influence. This value is usually estimated taking into account specific customers (or group of customers) within the targeted customer segment(s). 





Competitive Landscape



Our key competitors and the nature of the competition are identified in the table below.



Table 32 Summary of the Competition

		Competitor

		Nature of Competition

		Description of Competitor’s Product

		Market Share

		References



		………

		………

		………

		………

		………



		………

		………

		………

		………

		………



		………

		………

		………

		………

		………







Columns 1 & 2: Show the competitors already present in your market (SAM) or serving it partially. Indicate the nature of the competition, highlighting their value proposition in relation to the market you are trying to serve. Include the strengths/weaknesses of the competitors’ products compared to the targeted product. For example, an existing or potential supplier of the same type of product with the same characteristics and a lower price, a new entrant to the market with an innovative value proposition, a market incumbent. 

Column 3: Describe the competitor’s product. Quantify the nature of the competition as far as possible (e.g. performance, competitiveness in terms of pricing, performance, etc.).

Column 4: Quantify their market share.

Column 5: Provide references to substantiate your assessment of the competition (e.g. web links, references to market analyses, data sheets, etc.).



Our key competitive differentiations are summarised in the following table. 

Identify your competitive advantage and your strategy for competing in the target market (e.g. using a SWOT analysis). 



Table 33 SWOT Analysis

		STRENGTHS

- List of strengths

		WEAKNESSES 

- List of weaknesses



		OPPORTUNITIES
- List of opportunities

		THREATS
- List of threats





Strengths are characteristics that give you an advantage over your competitors.

Weaknesses are characteristics that place you at a disadvantage with respect to the competition. 

Opportunities are (usually external) elements that you could exploit to improve your business prospects. Threats are elements (e.g. external influences) that could threaten your business prospects.

Add supplementary material as necessary to fully describe the competitive environment. 



On the basis of the SWOT analysis, our strategic options to achieve the commercial goals are ………





Business Model Canvas



A single page Business Model Canvas is available at https://artes.esa.int/documents and may be used as a tool to help generate and structure the overall Business Plan. 





Customer Segments and Value Proposition



The table below identifies the key customers/customer segments identified as the Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM or target market) targeted by the proposed product(s), and the specific characteristics of our product(s) that will address the customer problems/needs.



Table 34 Customer Segments/Needs and Key Product Characteristics/Requirements

		Customer/Customer Segment

		Customer Problems/Needs

		Product Characteristics Addressing this Problem/Need

		Key product requirement



		………

		………

		………

		………



		………

		………

		………

		………



		………

		………

		………

		………







Each customer segment targeted should be clearly identified. Add any supplementary text you feel is necessary to clarify the nature of your intended customers and to explain their main needs.



Add any supplementary text that you feel is necessary to explain your value proposition fully. For example, you could explain how the proposed development fits into your overall product development strategy to meet the needs of the customers in the longer term.



Indicate whether or not the adoption of the product is going to change the way the customers are traditionally running their business, for instance, if the product is bringing a disruptive innovation.



The proposed development activities shall increase the competitiveness of the target product(s). Such activities may include all developments necessary to achieve such a goal (e.g. new features, tools, processes, techniques and technologies).



Please note that the Business Plan presented in this document shall be related to the target product(s) to be sold on the market. The target product(s) may include other elements or features not covered by the proposed development activities.





Value Chain 

This section is optional if you propose to develop a Space Segment product fitting in the white cell in Table 31 (existing/incremental product targeting an existing/incremental market). Otherwise this section is mandatory.

The following diagram describes the value chain, its composition and the role of the stakeholders in the commercial exploitation phase of the product.

Figure 335 Value ChainEXAMPLE





Provide a diagram which illustrates the value chain and the interactions among customers, users, the project team and other key stakeholders (e.g. regulators) in the commercial exploitation phase of the product you intend to realise. Include a discussion of the changes, if any, introduced in the value chain by the proposed new product and/or service.





Revenue Streams 



In the commercial exploitation stage, our product(s) will generate the following revenue stream: 

Show here the product/s pricing scheme based on your assumptions regarding the product revenue stream. Provide a table as appropriate indicating the projected revenues from year 1 to 9 of the commercial phase. Optionally provide the financial analysis elements of your business plan in a supporting spreadsheet document. You may optionally use the “Financial Forecast Workbook”, which can be downloaded at https://artes.esa.int/documents 



The underlying assumptions that led to the projected product unit sales price and unit cost are the following:  ……

 This shall include, for instance:

· A description of how cost reduction will be achieved.

· Evidence that the projected unit sales price is competitive (what are your customers willing to pay? what do your customers currently pay?).

· How much does each revenue stream contribute to the overall revenues? 



For the Definition and Technology Phases an estimation (target) shall be provided in line with the maturity of the product. Provide estimated ROM (Rough Order of Magnitude) prices including all features, even if they are developed outside of the proposed development activities.





Cost Structure

The key elements of cost for realising the value proposition are the following: …… 

You should list the most important costs that characterise your business opportunity in terms of:

· Key resources costs (e.g. hubs, satellite bandwidth, sales personnel, financing).

· Costs of key activities needed to pursue your business opportunity (e.g. R&D, sales, marketing, creating and delivering value, maintaining customer relationships).

· Costs of all previous, current and future developments that were, are or will be necessary to prepare the product for commercial exploitation (for instance, delta qualification required for other product variants not covered by the EQM, material, parts and process evaluations/qualifications, etc.). This may include operations cost.



The following assumptions have been made when deriving the cost figures: ……

Indicate your assumptions regarding the costs associated with the commercial exploitation phase. Provide a table as appropriate indicating the annual costs. Optionally provide the financial analysis elements of your business plan in a supporting spreadsheet document. You may optionally use the “Financial Forecast Workbook”, which can be downloaded at https://artes.esa.int/documents



Channels

This section is optional if you propose to develop a Space Segment product fitting in the white cell in Table 31 (existing/incremental product targeting an existing/incremental market). Otherwise this section is mandatory.



In the commercial exploitation stage, our product(s) will be sold to the customers via these channels: ……

Indicate whether or not the sales channels are already established. If not, explain how they will be created. If customers are new for your company (i.e. your company has not sold products to them in the past), please explain your approach to reaching these customers.





Customer Relations

This section is optional if you propose to develop a Space Segment product fitting in the white cell in Table 31 (existing/incremental product targeting an existing/incremental market). Otherwise this section is mandatory.



Our relationships with the key customers already exist/must be created/have to be improved.

More detailed information will be required at a later stage of the procedure, i.e. at Outline Proposal.





Key Activities to Establish the Business

This section is optional if you propose to develop a Space Segment product fitting in the white cell in Table 31 (existing/incremental product targeting an existing/incremental market). Otherwise this section is mandatory.



You should describe crucial activities you must carry out to make your business model work. (e.g. key activities necessary to realise the value proposition, for establishing the distribution channels, to have in place the key resources, to establish the customer relations, to secure agreements with the key partners).

Note that key technical development activities shall be described in the implementation proposal.





Key Resources

This section is optional if you propose to develop a Space Segment product fitting in the white cell in Table 31 (existing/incremental product targeting an existing/incremental market). Otherwise this section is mandatory.



You should describe crucial resources (physical, intellectual, human, financial) that you must have to make your business model work. (e.g. key resources necessary to realise the value proposition, for having channels in place, to establish the customer relations, to secure agreements with the key partners, to make your revenue stream work).





Key Partners

This section is optional if you propose to develop a Space Segment product fitting in the white cell in Table 31 (existing/incremental product targeting an existing/incremental market). Otherwise this section is mandatory.



You should identify the stakeholders (suppliers, partners, users, etc.) that are crucial to the success of your business model.

The key partners in the commercial exploitation of the product are listed in the table below.

Table 36 Key Partners

		Partner Type
(e.g. satellite manufacture, operator, service provider, supplier, user, customer)

		Partner Name
(company name, country, web link)

		Involvement in the Project
(e.g. none, subcontractor, supplier, integrator)

		Type of Agreement
(e.g. NDA, partnership agreement, contract)

		Existing Agreement



		………

		………

		………

		………

		Yes



		………

		………

		………

		………

		No (planned)



		………

		………

		………

		………

		………
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ANNEX 1
Terminology Used in ARTES 4.0 Technology & Product Developments

		Breadboard (BB):

		An initial development model for a space product, electrically and functionally representative of the complete end item, or of one or more key elements of the end item. It is used to prototype the intended design and to mitigate technical risks. Verification is typically performed in a laboratory environment.



		Business Model

		The mechanism(s) by which an organisation generates revenue. There is a wide array of business models – some examples include monthly subscriptions to services, direct sales to organisations, channel resellers, technology licensing, etc. The choice of business model is critical to success in capturing the business opportunity. An organisation can have more than one business model to achieve its objectives.



		Business Model Canvas

		Business Model Canvas is a strategic management and lean start-up template for developing new or documenting existing business models. 



		CAPEX:

		Capital Expenditure or CAPEX is investment for the long term, consisting of assets that are bought by the company and go on the company’s balance sheet. The value of the assets is typically depreciated over the years.



		Channels

		An organisation you form a partnership with to represent your solution in a specified market. Channel partners can include: resellers, service providers, system integrators, distributors, etc.



		Cost

		In ESA terms, “cost” refers to the total cost of development including labour, travel, development tools, subcontractors, external services, etc.



		Customer Segment:

		A group of customers identified on the basis of their needs, behaviours, or other traits that they share.



		Customer:

		An individual or an organisation that meets three criteria: 1. they have a problem they want to solve; 2. they have money/budget to spend to solve the problem; 3. they are willing and authorised to execute the buying decision.



		Domain

		In ESA terms, it can be a Space Segment or Ground Segment related development 



		Definition Phase:

		Consists of the set of activities in which system performance requirements are defined, and system level analyses are performed.



		Demonstration Phase:

		Consists of the activities needed to validate the operational effectiveness and capabilities of the final product in its final configuration and within the user utilisation environment.



		EGSE:

		Electrical ground support equipment.



		Engineering Model (EM):

		Flight representative model in terms of form, fit and function used for functional and failure effect verification. The engineering model is usually not equipped with high reliability parts or full redundancy. The engineering model is also used for final validation of test facilities, ground support equipment and associated procedures. See ECSSSST0001C.



		Engineering Qualification Model (EQM):

		Model which fully reflects the design of the flight model except for the parts standard, used for functional performance and EMC verification and possibly for qualification. Military grade or lower-level parts can be used instead of high reliability parts, provided they are procured from the same manufacturer with the same packaging. Functional performance qualification includes verification of procedures for failure detection, isolation and recovery and for redundancy management. The engineering qualification model may also be used for environmental testing if the customer accepts the risk, in which case the qualification model rules apply. See ECSSSST0001C.



		ESA Price

		The amount of ESA funding that can be granted to a successful bidder. 



		Flight Model (FM):

		End product that is intended for flight. The flight model is subjected to formal functional and environmental acceptance testing. See ECSS-S-ST-00-01C.



		Ground Segment:

		Consists of all the ground-based elements of a satellite communication system.



		Ground Support Equipment (GSE):

		Non flight product (hardware/software) used on ground to assemble, integrate, test, transport, access, handle, maintain, measure, calibrate, verify, protect or service a flight product (hardware/software). See ECSSSST0001C.



		Internal Rate of Return

		Refers to the rate of return used to measure and compare the profitability of investments. It is the value that the cost of capital has in order to have a NPV equal to 0.



		Market:

		A group of buyers looking to solve different types of problems. A market can comprise many different types of customer segments.



		MGSE:

		Mechanical ground support equipment.



		Model:

		Physical or abstract representation used for calculations, predictions or further assessment. Model can also be used to identify particular instances of the product e.g. flight model. See ECSSSST0001C.



		Net Present Value

		Net Present Value is an important value in discounted cash flow analysis, and is a standard method for using the time value of money to assess the viability of long-term projects. NPV reflects the fact that expenses or revenues that will not occur until sometime in the future should be discounted to reflect the impact of risk, interest, and inflation over that time period.



		OPEX:

		Operational costs, or OPEX, are the costs associated with the day-to-day running of the company or the used up expenses. (e.g. employee wages, R&D funds)



		Partner

		A relationship between two parties to collaborate to achieve agreed upon objectives. For example, a business partnership between two organisations could be between a manufacturer and a reseller to distribute products to a defined territory or customer segment.



		Pay Back Period

		Refers to the period of time required for the return on an investment to "repay" the sum of the original investment



		Pre-operational Stage:

		Is the activity related to the utilisation of a product in a user representative environment prior to its operational deployment.



		Product:

		A product is any hardware, software, system or sub-system or service item that is ready for commercial exploitation.



		Product Development Plan:

		Is the development logic to develop a product ready for commercial exploitation using the Development Phases as required (Definition, Technology, Product, and Demonstration), but including as a minimum a Product Phase or a Demonstration phase.



		Product Phase

		The Product Phase includes non-recurring development activities to prepare for the commercial production of the product. This phase shall include a test program suitable for validating the final product. For the development of a product to be used on spacecraft, the Product Phase shall include verification that the product is suitable for operational use in its intended space environment. For the development of a product to be used on the ground, the Product Phase shall be related to product verification and industrialisation. The Product Phase may include studies of spacecraft communication systems or parts thereof related to the final product for up to 25% of the total allowable cost of the proposal.



		Proto Flight Model (PFM):

		Flight model on which a partial or complete proto flight qualification test campaign is performed before flight. See ECSSSST0001C.



		Qualification:
(space products)

		That part of verification which demonstrates that the product meets specified qualification margins. This can apply to personnel, products, manufacturing and assembly processes. See ECSSSST0001C.



		Qualification Model (QM):

		Model which fully reflects all aspects of the flight model design, used for complete functional and environmental qualification testing. A qualification model is only necessary for newly-designed hardware or when a delta qualification is performed for adaptation to the project. The qualification model is not intended to be used for flight, since it is over-tested. See ECSSSST0001C.



		Revenue 

		Revenue is the total/gross amount of sales for a given product, service or company. Revenue is also a term used to describe Turnover.



		Return on Investment

		This is the amount, expressed as a percentage, that is earned on a company's total capital calculated by dividing the total capital into earnings before interest, taxes or dividends are paid. Colloquially, ROI is often used to express the idea that the benefit gained through any type of investment (e.g. time, resources) outweighs the investment.



		Scaled Engineering Model (Scaled EM):

		Engineering model that is not fully representative of the end product, but is sufficiently representative to permit the verification of critical functions of the product in a relevant environment. Critical functions are those functions of the product that deserve control and special attention in order to mitigate technical risks.



		Sector

		A sector is one of a few general segments in the economy within which a large group of companies can be categorized. A sector represents a group of industries and markets that share common attributes. Each sector has unique characteristics and a different profile.



		Serviceable Available Market (SAM)

		The portion of the total available market (A/the segment/s (i.e. definable subgroup)) that the product/s and/or service/s fills.



		Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM) 

		The percentage of the serviceable available market that a company aims to capture in the short term.



		Space Segment:

		Part of a space system, placed in space, to fulfil the space mission objectives. Space segment activities relate to any product to be used on a spacecraft.



		Target Market

		Look at Serviceable Obtainable Market.



		Technology Phase:

		Consists of the activities performed to mitigate the technical risks of the product development up to and including the manufacturing and test of a representative model of the product (e.g. an Engineering Model), but excluding qualification or industrialisation. The Technology Phase may exceptionally include early in-orbit experimentation to verify the functioning of the technology in an end-to-end system context when it is not possible to test the technology in a ground-based environment.



		Technology Readiness Level (TRL)

		TRL definition is available on the ARTES web site at https://artes.esa.int/documents (“TRL Definitions in ARTES Technology & Product Developments”).



		Total Available Market (TAM)

		The total market demand for a product or service. It represents the revenue opportunity for a product/s and/or service/s. It counts the total of all unit sales of all competing product/s and/or service/s. Also known as the Total Addressable Market.



		Validation:

		Process which demonstrates that the product is able to accomplish its intended use in the intended (pre)operational environment. The user shall have a key role in this process. Validation addresses whether a product will satisfy the needs of its users. Validation proves it is the right product.



		Value Proposition:

		This is a statement of the value that a company or solution offers to its customers and/or partners. It is expressed from the perspective of the value to the target customer and addresses the main benefit(s) derived by the use of the product.



		Value Chain

		An informal set of organisations that participate together in an ecosystem to satisfy the needs of users and other stakeholders. Organisations participate at specific levels of a Value Chain to add capabilities to complement other components or solutions in the chain. Companies in a Value Chain look to collaborate with other members of the same chain in areas such as marketing, sales, and development.



		Verification:

		Process which demonstrates through the provision of objective evidence that the product is designed and produced according to its specifications and the agreed deviations and waivers, and is free of defects. Users are not involved in the verification. Verification addresses whether a product satisfies the requirements placed upon it. Verification proves the product is right.










ANNEX 2
ACRONYMS



		AO 

		Announcement of Opportunity 



		ARTES 

		Advanced Research in Telecommunications Systems 



		ATM 

		Air Traffic Management 



		BC 

		Business Case 



		BP 

		Business Plan 



		CC 

		Core Competitiveness 



		C&G

		Competitiveness and Growth



		EC 

		European Commission 



		EDA 

		European Defence Agency 



		ESA 

		European Space Agency 



		EU 

		European Union 



		FP

		Full Proposal



		GaaS

		Ground as a Service



		GEO 

		Geostationary Earth Orbit 



		GOVSATCOM

		ESA programme on governmental satellite communications



		GPL

		Generic Programme Line



		GS 

		Ground Segment 



		IoT 

		Internet of Things 



		IPS

		In-Principle Support



		JCB

		ESA Joint Board on Communication Satellite Programmes



		LEO 

		Low Earth Orbit 



		MOC 

		Mission Operations Centre 



		MS

		ESA Member States



		M2M 

		Machine to Machine 



		NoI 

		Notification of Intent 



		NG

		Next Generation



		NGSO

		Non-Geostationary Earth Orbit



		OP 

		Outline Proposal 



		QKD 

		Quantum Key Distribution 



		PP

		Pitch Proposal



		PPP 

		Public-Private Partnership 



		RF 

		Radio Frequency 



		RPAS 

		Remotely Piloted Aerial System 



		SCC 

		Spacecraft Control Centre 



		S/C 

		Spacecraft 



		SEI 

		Socio-Economic Impact 



		SPL

		Strategic Programme Line



		SOTM

		Satcom On-The-Move



		SOTP

		Satcom On-The-Pause



		TBC 

		To Be Confirmed 



		TBD 

		To Be Defined 



		UAV

		Unmanned Aeronautical Vehicle



		VHTS

		Very High Throughput Satellite(s)



		4S 

		Secure Satcom for Safety and Security  



		5G

		Fifth generation technology standard for broadband cellular networks
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